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ABSTRACT 
In the main part of this paper we survey some recent results on a semigroup 
approach to parabolic equations under nonlinear boundary conditions. In particular, 
we give a detailed motivation and a heuristic derivation of a generalized variation-of- 
constants fonnula, which is the basis for the whole method. In the Appendix we prove 
some new results about semigroups in interpolation and extrapolation spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that numerous problems in physics and chemistry, but 
also in biology and in engineering sciences, can be modeled by quasilinear 
parabolic systems, in particular by so called reactiondiffusion equations (e.g. 
B 17, 191). 
To be more specific, let P be a bounded domain in Iw” such that a is a 
compact ndimensional smooth (that is, Cm-) submanifold of Iw” with 
boundary an. We denote by 2’(R(RN) the algebra of all endomorphisms 
( = N X N matrices) of R “, and by Z the identity in 9(RN). Moreover 
S := diag(b,, . . . ,a,) is a diagonal matrix in 2(WN) such that each 8, is a 
continuous function on 8 S2 with values in { 0, l}. Consequently each 6, equals 
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constantly 0 or 1 on each component I? of JQ. We suppose that there are 
given smooth functions 
f:HXWN-+RN, gl: actx~N-dP, g,: aa -dP 
and 
ajpajk=akj: i?xWN+p(4(RN), j,k=l,..., n, 
such that 
for d (x,~)EHXRN, ~:=(~~,...,S”)EW~\{O}, and ~‘=({r,,..,~N)E 
W N \ (0). (We use the summation convention throughout, with j, k running 
from 1 to n and r, s running from 1 to N.) Then, by a strongly parabolic 
quusilinear reuction dij$.&on system on 52 we mean a system of the form 
~-a,[njk(x,u)aku]+aj(x,u)aju=~(x,u) ilAx(o,m), 
(1.2) 
bjkdakff +(z-6)u=g(x&) on ash(o,o0), 
where aj := a/&j, 
and Y:=(&.., Y”) is the outer normal on a&!. Observe that u := 
(U’ , . . . , uN) : P x [0, 00) + W N and that the rth boundary condition of (1.2) 
reduces to the Llirichlet boundmy condition for the 7th component u’ of u, 
u’= g;(x) on r, 
provided S,l r = 0, whereas it equals the nonlinear Neumann bomo!ury 
COTldith 
~;Jk(x,u)YJakuJ=g;(x,tL) on I? 
if 6, = 1 on the component r of a 52. 
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Given such a quasilinear strongly parabolic reactiondiffusion system, 
there arise immediately a number of questions that are of great theoretical 
and practical importance. For example, 
(i) Does the problem (1.2) have a solution for a given initial value u,? 
(ii) Is such a solution unique? 
(iii) Does it exist for all time? 
(iv) What are the stability properties of solutions to (2)? Does there hold 
a principle of linearized stability? 
(v) Does the system generate a local semiflow? On what state space? 
What are the properties of such a flow? Do there exist critical points, periodic 
orbits, etc.? 
It is surprising that-in spite of the great theoretical and practical 
importance of general reactiondiffusion systems-very little is known in the 
case iV > 1. In fact, the only general result that applies to (1.2) (and even to 
more general and higher-order systems) has recently be obtained by the 
author [8]. In that paper it has been shown that (1.2) has a unique classical 
solution, defined on a maximal interval of existence, provided the initial value 
ua is sufficiently regular and satisfies a natural compatibility condition, and 
provided 
g(M) = 0, xEan2. 
(We refer to [8] for more general conditions.) In addition the question 
whether the problem (1.2) generates a local semiflow has been given a partial 
answer in that paper. However, nothing seems to be known concerning the 
important qualitative questions (iii)-(v). 
The reason for this rather deplorable state of affairs lies, of course, in the 
great complexity of these problems. The deeper reason lies, however, in the 
fact that the methods that have been successfully employed in the case N = 1 
(e.g. [21, 271) are bound to break down in the case of systems. In fact, first of 
all, there is no general maximum principle for systems. The maximum 
principle plays an important role in the case of one equation (N = l), since it 
can be used to obtain a priori L, bounds for the possible solutions. Secondly 
-and this is the much more important fact-weak solutions to systems are 
not Holder continuous, in general (e.g. [22]). Thus the standard method, 
which establishes first the existence of weak solutions and shows then, in a 
second step, that these solution are regular, cannot work in general. For these 
reasons we have used in our paper [8] a completely different approach. It 
uses heavily functional analytic arguments and is based upon the theory of 
analytic semigroups and abstract evolution equations in general Banach 
spaces. 
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We do not intend to give an outline of the methods of [S], but we restrict 
ourselves in the following to the important subclass of strongly parabolic 
semilinear reactiondifficsion equutions. In other words, we assume 
throughout the rem&&r of this paper that the matrices a j and a jk are 
independent of u, that is, 
(x,T+c!XIRN, j,k=l,..., n. 
In the following we denote by 9(X, Y) the Banach space of all continu- 
ous linear operators from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y, and 
P(X) := 9(X, X). Moreover, we often do not distinguish between Banach 
spaces that differ only by equivalent norms. In other words, by a Banach 
space X we really mean a complete normable locally convex space, and by a 
norm on X we mean any norm defining the topology of X. For 1~ p < 00 we 
let L, := L,(Q,RN) and Wi := W~(Q,RN), s > 0, denote the usual Sobolev- 
Slobodeckii spaces (e.g. [34]). Finally we let 
awz:= n fi wp-r)-l/p(r,R), 
P l<p<co, rsr r=l 
where r denotes the (finite) set of all nonempty components of a&? and 
where 6,(r) is the value of S, on I?. 
We fix now any p with n < p < CO and put 
.c&:= - aj(ajkaku)+ajaju 
and 
Then it is known that 
AZ’EZ(W~, Lp) and .?2~P(Wp2, JWz). 
Moreover we denote by F and G the substitution operators induced by f 
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and g, respectively, so that 
F(u)(+=f(v+)), XEh, U:ihRN, 
for example. Then it can be shown that 
FEC’-(W;,Lp) and GEC’-(W;,aW;), 
where C1 - (X, Y) is the set of all (locally) Lipschitz continuous functions 
from X to Y. (This follows from [4, Proposition (15.6)], from the fact that 
T E 6p( Wp, Wi-‘/P( P, R v)) for s > l/p, where T denotes the trace operator, 
TU := u(l’, and from the definition of the boundary space 8Wt.) 
With this notation we can now write our semilinear reaction diffusion 
system in the form 
\ \\ 
ti+.du=F(u), 
o<t<oo, (I.31 
Bu = G(U), 
where G is the derivative of the L,-valued function t e u( a, t ), which we 
simply denote by u. 
We let 
w&q= { u E Wi; .Bu = 0) = ker9? 
and put 
considered as an unbounded linear operator in L,, that is, 
It has been shown in [5] (cf. Theorem 6.6 of [5] and Theorem (13.4) of [4]) 
that the strong parabolicity (or rather ellipticity) condition (1.1) implies that 
A is the inj3nitesimal generator of a strongly continuous analytic semi- 
group { eCtA; t > 0) on L,, that is, in 5p( Lp). 
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Hence, if we muke the additional assumption that g = 0, our problem 
(1.3) reduces to the ordinary differential equation 
ii+Au=F(u) (1.4) 
in the Banach space L,. Problems of this type have been widely studied, and 
much is known concerning questions (i)-(iv) formulated above (e.g. [23]). 
The basic reason why the problem (1.4) can be discussed relatively thor- 
oughly lies in the fact that it can be reduced to the study of the integral 
equation 
u( t ) = e-“*u, + I k--(t-r)AF( u( T)) d7, Ogt<ca, (1.5) 0 
in the Banach space L,, where u. is an appropriate “initial value.” Whereas 
(1.4) contains the unbounded operator A, there appear only bounded linear 
operators in (1.5), which, in addition, have good continuity properties with 
respect to t. It should be noted that (1.5) is a consequence of the analogue to 
the well-known “variation-of-constants formula” from the theory of ordinary 
differential equations (e.g. [2]). 
Although nonlinear boundary conditions arise naturally in applications, 
they are usually neglected, that is, replaced by linear ones (e.g. [9, Section 
2.3]), because not much is known concerning the full system (1.3), at least if 
N > 1. (Relatively few results have appeared that treat parabolic equations 
(N = 1) under nonlinear boundary conditions, e.g. [ 1, 11, 13, 16, 20, 21, 24, 
27, 29, 311. Most of these results require rather restrictive structural condi- 
tions and do not generalize to systems.) 
In the remainder of this paper we occupy ourselves with the study of the 
fulI system (1.3). In particular we shah describe an approach that leads to a 
generalization of the variation-ofconstants formula (1.5). On the basis of such 
a formula it is possible to obtain much information about the qualitative 
behavior of solutions to (1.3). In particular it can be shown that (1.3) 
generates a 1ocaI semiflow on an appropriate state space. 
2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
It is convenient to consider an abstract analogue of problem (1.3). For 
this we assume that 
(Al) W’, W, and 8W’ are Banuch spaces such that W’q W, 
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where - denotes continuous injection. Moreover we suppose that 
(A2) .E@ E L?(W’, W), .5@ E S(W1, aW’), and there exists a constant 
o E R such that (w + d, 93) E Zsom(W’, W x awl), 
where Isom( X, Y) is the set of all isomorphisms in 9(X, Y ), and where 
w+.%?:=wj+~ with j:w’ + W being the natural injection. Finally we 
suppose that 
U,EW and (f,g)EC(R+,Wx8Wl). 
Then we consider the abstract linear initial boundary value problem 
ti + szzu = f(t), 
~u=g(t>, Q<t<co @VP) uo 
u(0) = u(). 
By a solution of this problem on an interval J c R + with j := J \ (0) # 0 
we mean a function 
that satisfies (IBVP),O pointwise on J. 
We put 
WJ := ker.9 and A := .&lWi 
and observe that 
w+AEIsom(Wi,W) 
and that P := (w + A)-‘(w + JJ) E 9(W’) is a projection, that is, P2 = P, 
with 
kerP=ker(w+&)=:WJ+& 
and im( P) = W&. Hence W1 is a topological direct sum 
w’= w,‘+&Bw~ 
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and 
~l:=(qw~+~)-lEIsom(aW’,w~+,). (2.0 
Suppose now that u is a solution on I of (IBVP),O. Then we can 
decompose u( t ), 
u(t) = v(t)+ w(t) E w,+&fBw;, 
and obtain formally that 
ti + Lzfw = f(t) - 6 + WV, 
w(0) = u() - v(0) 
on J. Hence w is a solution on J of the linear initial value problem 
& + Aw = f(t) - (.9&g)‘(t)+ wRlg(t), 
(2.2) 
w(0) = u() - Lqg(0). 
We consider now A as a linear operator in W and suppose that 
(A3) - A is the infinitesimul generator of a strongly continuous semi- 
group { e- tA; t 2 0} on W. 
Then we can represent the solution w of (2) by the variation-of-constants 
formula 
w(t) = eCtA [ u0 - 9,g(O)] 
+ ok-(f-T)A J 
[f(T) - (91g)‘(4+ m%g(4] d7, tcJ. 
By means of partial integration we arrive finally by completely f-1 
considerations at the following generalized variation-ofxonstants fnmulu for 
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the solution u of (IBVP),g 
u( t ) = e- ‘*uO + I k-(f-r’A[f(~)+~~lg(7)+A~lg(7)]dr, t~l. 0 
Unfortunately these formal manipulations cannot be justified, since (2.3) 
is not meaningful, because im(9,) = W:,_, and D(A) = W&, so that A.%‘i 
is not defined on any nontrivial subspace of aW ‘. 
Observe that assumptions (Al)-(A3) are rather natural and that they are 
satisfied in the situation of Section 1 (cf. [4, Theorem (13.1)]). Moreover for 
each fixed g E 8 W1 the element 9ig E W1 is simply the solution of the 
“ boundary value problem” 
(o+d)u=o, .s?u=g. (2.4) 
In the setting of Section 1 and if N = 1, it follows from results of Lions 
and Magenes [30] that the boundary value problem (2.4) has also a unique 
“generalized’ solution u E W if g belongs to a much larger space of 
distributions than the space aW1 := a Wt. Thus we are led to impose the 
following abstract assumption: 
(A4) There exist a Banuch space a W with 8 W1 - d W and an apmator 
.4i? E qaw, w) such that a 3 gl. 
In other words, we assume that (2.4) has for each g E aW a unique 
“generalized’ solution u E W depending continuously upon g in the respec- 
tive topologies. 
By generalizing the ideas of [30] it can be shown that assumption (A4) is 
satisfied in the setting of Section 1 and that dW is in this case the space 
aw, := n fi wp-W)-v~(r,~). 
r=r r=l 
Of course, the spaces W;, 0 < s -C 2, form a whole scale of intermediate 
spaces between L, and Wp2. In fact it is known that 
w,= 1 (Lpry3a,2,p’ 4W)\ UL [LPJ%211,29 s=l, 
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where (.,->e,p and [. , -1 B denote the real and complex interpolation functors, 
respectively (e.g. [34]; we refer to [12, 341 for the facts about interpolation 
theory that we are going to use below). This suggests the possibility of solving 
the boundary value problem (2.4) for g belonging to some intermediate space 
between 8 W and 8 W ‘, which is obtained by interpolation. 
For this purpose we fix p E (1, co) and choose, for each fixed 8 E (0, l), 
either the real interpolation functor (a, o)~,, or the complex interpolation 
functor [ - , .] @, and we denote this fixed choice simply by (. , v)~. Then we put 
We:=(W,W1)e and aw*:=(aw,aW),, o<e<l, 
and, for convenience, we let W O:=W and aWO:=aW. Then 9,~ 
9( aWe, We), 0 -C 0 < 1, is defined by interpolation, due to (2.1) and (A.4). 
Moreover we let 
wi:=(w,wJ),, o<l9<1. 
Since Wi is a closed linear subspace of W ‘, it follows that Wi 9 We. 
Hence we can represent the situation by the following commutative diagram: 
In the Appendix to this paper it is shown that there exist a superspace 
WG’ of W and an operator A_~E P(W,W-‘) such that A_,1 A. More- 
over, if we put 
w&l:= (w,-‘,w) 6’ o<e<i, 
anddefineAB_lE9(W~,W~-‘)byinterpolation,sothat A_,IA,_,xA, 
we can complete the above diagram by replacing its lower part by the 
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following commutative diagram: 
We assume now that 
(2.6) 
(A5) there exist a constant 0 < j?,, < 1 and, for each /I E (0, &,), a closed 
~~TMZUT subspace a,Wfl of aWs such that 
9b( sow”) c w$. 
Then it follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that Ag_19?,rg is well defined for 
gEa,wandO<p<&. 
In the Appendix it is shown that - A B _ i is the infinitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous semigroup { e-tA@-$ t >, 0} on W$- ’ such that 
e-TAO-I 1 e_tA, t>o, 0<8<1. (2.7) 
Hence, we can give a well&fined meaning to the generalized variation- 
ofconstants fmula (2.3) by extending it over W$-‘, that is, by replacing it 
by 
u(t) = e-tAp-luo+ 
/ 
te-(‘er)Ag-l[ f(T)+ tiBJpg(T)+ A~-l~~g(~)] d’l 
0 
t E J, (2.8) 
pm&led g E C(J, a,Wfl). Then (2.8) defines a function u E C(J, Wl-‘), and 
it is natural to call this function generalized W$- ‘-solution of the linear 
initial boundary value probla (IBVP),O on _I. Of course it is desirable to 
choose B as large as possible, since the regularity properties of the gener- 
alized solution increase with /3, 
To see that assumption (A5) is meaningful, we consider the special setting 
of Section 1, where JWi = aWjjz, aW= aW,, Wi = Wp”, and W= L,. Then 
interpolation theory gives 
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and Wg = WP$. for 28 E (0,2) \ {l/P, 1 + l/P}, where 
( 
{wzwp; .9fu=o}, l+l/P<s<2, 
W” := 
P.9 
{tewp”; (I-s)ulaa=o}, l/p<s<l+l/p, 
W,> O<s<l/p 1 
(cf. [4, Theorem 13.31). We define a closed linear subspace a,,Wi of d Wi by 
Then it follows that 
~,(aow,) c wi& 0<2&1+5 
P’ 
and a,Wi is nontrivial unless 9?‘u = u] 8 3, that is, unless the boundary 
condition is the Dir-i&let boundary condition everywhere on aCl and for 
every component of u. 
3. SEMILINEAR INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Throughout this section we presuppose assumptions (Al)-(A5) and as- 
sume also that 
(A6) {e-‘“; t > 0) is an analytic semigroup. 
Moreover we suppose that 
(A7) FEC~-(W~,W~-l)andG~C1-(W~,aoWa)forsomepair(cu,p) 
with 0 < p < cy < &, and F and G are bounded on bounded sets. 
Then we consider the abstract semilinear initial boundary value problem 
ic+.du=F(u), 
.cBu = G(u), o<t<co, (SIBVP) u. 
u(o) = uo> 
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where u0 E W. By a generalized W$solution u on J we mean a function 
uEC(J,W$) on some interval JClw, with j z 12( satisfying the integral 
equation 
u(t) = e-tAp-luO + 
/ 0 
k-(t-T)A~-l[F(~(7))+(~ + Ap_l)9?pG(~(~))] d7, 
tEJ. (3.1) 
Let M be a metric space, and let t+ : M + (0, ao]. Put 9 := 
U .a4w+(~)P+~~ and let ‘p: 9 + M be a map such that (i) 9 is open 
in R+xM; (ii) ~EC(~,M); (iii) a$O;)=id,; (iv) if O<s<t+(r) and 
0 < t < t’(q(s, x)), then s + t < t’(x) and cp(t, cp(s, x)) = cp(s + t, x). Then 
cp is said to be a (local) semij7ow on M, and v’(x) := { cp(t, x); 0 Q t < t’(x)} 
is the (positive) (semi-) orbit through x E M. If t’(x) = GQ, we say the orbit 
y’(x) exists for all time. Every orbit that is relatively compact exists for all 
time (e.g. [2]). 
THEOREM A. The problem (SIBVP),O has for each u0 E W$ a unique 
maximal generalized W&olution ‘p(. , uo) defined on an interval [0, t’(uO)) 
for some t+(u,) E (0, m] such that 
Q+,uo> q(oJ+bow!d) (3.2) 
for every y E (j3, a). Moreover ‘p is a semijlow on W$ such that bounded 
orbits exist for all time. lf A has a compact resolvent, then bounded orbits 
are relatively compact. 
Proof. It follows from (A7) and Theorem 6 of the Appendix that we can 
replace Ap_i and .%‘,r in (3.1) by A,_, and s%‘~, respectively. Let X := Wg-’ 
and Y := W$ and put U(t) := V(t) := e-tL4-1, t >, 0. Then Theorem 10 (of 
the Appendix) implies the existence of constants c and a such that 
IIU(t))I~,(x,,)~cta-P-leu’, t>O, 
and that the map IR, + Y, t + U(t), is strongly continuous. Hence the 
assertion, except for (3.2) and the last part, follows from [4, Theorems 5.1 and 
Corollary 3.21. Since, again by Theorem 10 of the Appendix, 
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and 
the assertion (3.2) is an easy consequence of (3.1) and [4, Proposition 1.31. 
By replacing A with X + A and F with u c) Xu + F(u) for an ap- 
propriate h E R, we can assume that (I < 0 in (3.4). If y’(uO) is bounded in 
W$, then it follows from Wj v Wg-’ and (A7) that u c) Xu + F(u)+(w + 
A,_,)9?‘,G(u) is bounded in W$-’ on y+(q,). Hence we deduce from (3.3) 
and (3.4), together with (3.1) and [4, Proposition 1.33, that { cp(t. uO); 
1 < t < cc} is bounded in WJ, /3 < y < (Y. If A has a compact resolvent, then 
Theorem 8 of the Appendix shows that Wj is compactly injected in Wi for 
p < y < LX. Hence { cp(t, uO); 1~ t < co} is relatively compact in W$. Since 
cp( *, 2~~) E C(W +, Wi), the set { cp(t, uO); 0 Q t < l} is compact in W$. Hence 
y ‘( u,,) is relatively compact in Wi, which proves the last assertion. n 
It can be shown that u := cp( *, uo) has more regularity properties. In fact, 
by using the arguments of the proof of [6, Theorem 4.11 and, of course, the 
results of the Appendix, it can be shown that 
where t+ := t+(u,), and that 
c(t)+ Ay-lu(t) = I+(t))+@ + A,-,)W,G(u(t)h 0 < t <t+. 
From this it follows, as in the proof of [6, Theorem 4.21, that 
(3.5) 
and 
uEC’-S((o,t+),wi), P--1<8GY, (3.6) 
We retum now to the general setting of Section 1 and assume that 
g, = 0. (This is no real restriction, since we can pass to the initial boundary 
value problem for u - o, where o is a sufficiently smooth extension of g, 
over a.) Then it follows from our earlier considerations and from [4, 
Proposition 15.61 that we can apply Theorem A to the initial boundary value 
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problem(1.3)withW:=L,, Wl:=W:, ~YW’:=~W~,2/3,:=l+l/p, a,,Wg 
:= a,W$, 0 < g < &,, and with n/2p < p -C i + 1/2p and any a E (8, &). 
In particular we can choose /I = i. 
Of course one would like to know in which sense one has to interpret the 
generalized Wi,8a solution that one obtains by applying Theorem A. For this 
we put 
for vE Wp!, u E Wpl, where ( - I- ) is the euclidean inner product in Iw N. 
Moreover we denote by C#CZ 6R(WN) the transpose of the matrix c E 8(RN) 
and put 
Then, by using (3.5) and (3.6), it can be shown that u is a generalized 
Wpt,-solution of (1.3) iff u is a weak solution of (1.3), that is, u E 
‘XO,t+),W,&) and 
t+ 
J {( -+,u)+u(cp,u)} dt0 
=jd+i(p,F(u))+(p,G(u)),) dt+(cp(O),u,) 
for alI ‘p E C’([O, t’), L,,)n C([O, t’), Wg,,#) vanishing near t+, where 
(v, U) := jQ(vlu)dx and (v, u)~ := /&vlu)da, and where p’:= p/(p - 1). 
In conclusion we obtain the following 
THEOREM B. Suppose that g, = 0. Then the semilinear reaction-d@sion 
system (1.3) posse.ssm for each u0 E W,& a unique maximal weak solution 
cp( -, uo). Moreover cp is a semih on Wb, I such that bounded orbits are 
relatively compact. 
In fact it can be shown that ‘p( *, u,,) is a classical solution, but we do not 
discuss this point here. Finally we mention that the integral equation (3.1) is 
the basis for further investigations of the semiflow ‘p. In particular it can be 
effectively used to obtain global existence and stability results, that is, 
answers to questions (iii) and (iv) of Section 1. 
The approach to semihnear parabolic evolution equations outlined above 
was proposed by the author in [3]. We refer to that paper for prehminary 
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results about global existence. Later on we discovered that the general- 
ized variation-ofconstants formula (2.3) had already been discovered by 
Balakrishnan [lo] and exploited by Lasiecka [28] in connection with linear 
control theory in Hilbert space. The results of [28] depend crucially upon the 
fact that the underlying space (W in our notation) is a Hilbert space, since 
the fundamental estimate (3.13) of [28] is not known to be true in a Banach 
space setting. The use of Banach spaces (in particular Wi-spaces) is, however, 
necessary for treating nonlinear operators if one does not want to impose 
rather restrictive growth conditions upon the nonlinearities. In [28] there are 
also given regularity results provided appropriate compatibility conditions are 
satisfied. However, these conditions seem not to be verifiable in the nonlinear 
case. Finally it should be noted that in [28], and also in [35], where a linear 
operator G is considered, properties of the map 
(u,,f,g)-eptAUo+ ote / --(t-T)Af( T) do + AJok-(f-T)Ag( r) dr 
are studied and that this map is only formally related to (IBVP),O in concrete 
situations of parabolic equations. 
For a quite different abstract approach to nonlinear boundary conditions 
we refer to [ 181. These authors are interested in very general, very weak 
formulations, whereas our approach tries to recover as much regularity as 
possible. 
APPENDIX. SEMIGROUPS IN INTERPOLATION AND 
EXTRAPOLATION SPACES 
LetEbeaBanachspacewithafixednonn]].]],andletM>landwEIW 
be constants. Then we write A E 9(E, M, w) if - A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup { eetA; t > 0} on E such that 
Ile-fAII~~E~ =z Me “t, t 2 0. We write A E X(E) iff - A generates a strongly 
continuous analytic semigroup on E. Recall that this is the case iff A E 
9(E, M, o) for some M > 1 and w E R and there exist constants y > o and 
N such that 
(We refer to [15, 25, 321 for the basic properties of semigroups, which we 
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shall use freely in the following. Moreover all spaces are complex spaces. The 
real case can be handled by complex&cation.) 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces with Y-X, and let B:D(B)cX+X 
be a linear operator in X. Then the Y-realization B, of B is the linear 
operator in Y defined by 
D(z?,):= {yEY nD(B); ByEY}, B,y := By. 
Thus B, is the “maximal restriction” of B to Y. 
In the following we denote by p(B) the resolvent set of the linear operator 
B, and we write Y 2 X if Y is densely injected in X. 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) (h+B),=X+B,, XEC. 
(ii) If29Y thenB,=(B,),. 
(iii) Zf B is closed (in X), then B, is closed (in Y ). 
(iv) Zf B is closed, if Y = D(B) and B E S?(Y, X), and if D(B,) is dense 
in Y, then D(B,) is a core for B, that is, B is the closure of B,. 
(v) Zf B is closed and if (A - B)-~(Y)c Y fm some h E p(B), then 
A E p(B,) and (A - By)-’ = (A - B)-‘IY. 
Proof. (i)-(iv) are obvious. (v) is an easy consequence of (iii) and the 
closed graph theorem. n 
Let now X, and Xi be Banach spaces such that X, 4 X,. Then we put 
x0:= (X0> Xl),, 0<8<1, 
where (. , .)e has been defined in Section 2. It follows that 
x, $ x, 6 x,. (2) 
Let B,: D(B,) c X, + X, be a linear operator in X,. Then it follows 
from (2) that the X&realization B, of BO is well defined for 0 < a < 1. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that 
BjES(Xj2Mj,wj), j=O,l, (3) 
and that 
e-tB~ = e- % x 1 
1, t 2 0. (4 
Then Be E 3(X,, M,‘-%,8,(1- B)w, + 8w,) and 
,-tBo = e-t% x I 6, t > 0, 
for 0 < f3 < 1. Moreouer Be E X(Xe) ifBj E X(X,), j = 0,l. 
Proof. It follows from (3) and (4) by interpolation that { ePtao; t 2 0} 
restricts to a semigroup {Q(t); t > 0} on X0 that satisfies 
II&(t) IIpcxej < M~-eM~ee-[(l-e)wo+e~llt, t 2 0, 
because ( -, -)e is an exact interpolation functor of exponent 0. Since 
II4lfI G 4~)ll4l~-%ll~~ x E x,, o<e<1, (5) 
where IIAn is the norm in X,, 0 < (Y < 1, and since X, is dense in X,, we 
deduce that U, is strongly continuous. Hence U,(t) = eetAo, t > 0, for some 
A, E 9(X,, M,'-'Mf,(l - 8)w, + 8w,). If X > max{ wO, oi}, we find that 
(A + As) - lx = ~me-hte-rA~rdt = ~we-“teP”BOrdt = (A + B,) - 1x 
for every x E X0. Thus Lemma l(v) implies (X + A,)-’ =(X + BO)-lIX, = 
(A + BB)-r for A > max{ w,,, wi}, from which we obtain A, = Bs. This proves 
the first assertion. The second assertion is now an easy consequence of the 
characterization (1). n 
It should be remarked that Lemma 2 is a special case of [26, Theorem 
4.31. 
LEMMAS. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2 be satisfied and suppose, in 
addition, that X, & X, and that p + Bj E Isom(Xj+,, X,), j = O,l, for 
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p > max{ wa, oi}. Then p + B, E lsom(X~+i, X0), where X0+1= (Xi, Xs),, 
and B, is the closure of B, in X0. 
Proof. The fact that p + B, E Isom(XB+,, X,) follows by interpolation 
from the fact that B, is the XBrealization of B,, and from p E p( - B,) for 
jk > max{ wa, wi}. Let x E XB+i = D(B,) be arbitrary. Since X, 4 XB+r, 
there exists a sequence (x j) inX, = D( B,) with I j + x inXO+ i, hence in X,, 
by XB+i - X,. Since B, E 9(X,+,, X0) and since B, c B, by Lemma l(ii), 
it follows that B,x = Bexj + B,x in X0. This, together with the closedness of 
B, in X,, implies tk e last assertion. n 
Throughout the rem&&r of this Appendix we assurn~ that 
A E 9(E, M, w). 
Then 
by the general HilleYosida theorem. Wetfix any p> w and put 
Il+Z=))(~+A)krll, re@(~*+A)‘), ~EH, 
~0 that II. II0 = II- II. 
Suppose that k>O. Then Il.(lk is equivalent to the graph norm of 
(p + A)“. Hence each 
Ek:=(D((~+A)~),Il.llli), k=N, 
is a Banach space since (~1 + A)k is closed, due to [(p + A)k]-’ = (p + A)-k 
E L?(E). Observe that E, = E. Since p + A E 9(E, M, w - p), it follows that 
flr+O((p + A)k) is dense in E. From this we deduce easily that 
Ej 4 E,, O<j<k<co. 03) 
In the following we denote by A, the E,-realization of A. 
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LEMMAS. A, E S’(E,, M, o) and 
e-tA, = e-tA IElG t>o, kEN. 
Moreover 
A + A, E Isom(E,+,, Ek) (7) 
and 
Zf A E X(E) then A, E &“( Ek). 
Proof. Since 
(p + A)ke-‘A 1 eetA(p + A)k, t>o, kEN, 
it follows that ‘ 
lle-‘Axllk Q Me“‘l141k, XEJ%, t > 0. 
Hence { e- tA; t > 0} restricts to a strongly continuous semigroup { e- tBk; 
t > 0} on E, for some B, E S(E,, M, w). If X > w then 
(A + Bk) -lx = ~we-“te6tB*xdt = ~me-“teCtAxdt = (X + A) -lx 
for x E E,. Hence (X + B,)-‘= (X + A)-‘IE, = (A + A,)-’ by Lemma l(v), 
which implies B, = A,. Thus the first assertion has been shown. (7) and (8) 
are obvious consequences of the definition of E, and A,, and the last 
assertion follows from (8) and the characterization (1). W 
Let (X, II * II) be a normed vector space. Then X is isometrically isomor- 
phic (that is, norm isomorphic) to a dense linear subspace of a Banach space 
r?, which is unique except for norm isomorphisms. More precisely, X can be 
chosen to be the Banach space whose elements are equivalence classes &j 
of Cauchy sequences (xi) in X, where two Cauchy sequences (x j) and ( yj) 
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are equivalent if 1) x j - yi(l + 0 and where 
Then X is norm isomorphic to the linear subspace of Xconsisting of all 
equivalence classes that can be represented by constant sequences in X. We 
identify X with this subspace of X and call r? the completion of X. 
Suppose that 1). (1 i is another norm on X such that (1. )( is weake_r than 
ll.lll, that is, Xi-X, where X,:=(X, 11.1li). Then, denoting by X, the 
completion of X,, it follows from the above that 
d d 
x - 8, - 2. (9) 
We denote now by E_,, for each k EN, the completion of (E, Il.Il_k). 
Then it follows from (6) and (9) that we obtain a discrete scale {E,; k E Z} 
of Banach spaces such that 
d 
E,-,Ej, -cc<j<k<m. 00) 
LEMMA 5. Let k> 0. Then A is closable in E_,. Its closure, A_,, 
satisfies 
and 
A-, E S(E_,, M, o) 
Moreover 
e -tA _ _ e-tA_kIE, t 2 0. 
and 
X + A-, E Isom(E_k+l, E-k) 
II@ + A-d -l lkWI) G II@ + A) - 1llz(E)’ 
Zf A E H(E) then A_, E JF(E_~). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
XEP,. (14) 
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Proof. Since 
(~+A)-ke-‘A=e-fA(~+A)-k, t>o, (15) 
it follows that 
Ile-‘*x1)-k < Meotllxll-k, x E E. 
From this and the density of E in E _ k we deduce that { e- tA; t > 0} extends 
uniquely to a strongly continuous semigroup { ePB-kt; t > 0} on E_, for 
some B_, E 9(E_,, M, w). If x E D(A) and y:=(p + A)-%, we deduce 
from (15) that 
Hence t-‘(eCtAx - x) -+ - Ax in E_, as t + 0, which shows that B_, 1 A. 
Thus A is closable in E _k. Since D(A) = E, is dense in E _k and invariant 
under { eetBmk; t > 0}, it is a core for B_, by the core theorem (e.g. [15, 
Theorem 1.91). Hence B_, = A_,, which proves (11) and (12). The asser- 
tions (13) and (14) are now easy consequences of the definition of E _k, and 
the last assertion follows from (14) and the characterization (1). W 
After these preparations we can prove our first main result. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that 4 E 9( E, M, w), and fix p > w. Let 
ll4lk := ))(P + A)k~/), ~ED((/J+A)~), kEZ. 
Put 
E~:=(D((t~+A)~),ll.llk) if k>O, 
and let 
E, bethecompZetionof(E,((.(lk) if k<O. 
Moreover let A, be the E,-realization of A if k 2 0, and the closure of A in E, 
ifk<O. 
Finally let 
E,:= &o%+du-k, k<a<k+l, kEZ, 
and denote by A, the Em-realization of A, for k < a < k + 1 and k E Z. 
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Then the family {(E,, A,); (Y E IR } is well defined. Each E, is a Banach 
space, and 
d 
E,-,E,, --co~j3~a-~oo. 06) 
Moreover the spaces E, are independent of p > o, except for equivalent 
rwrms. 
Let -c0~/?<ix<oo. Then 
A, E g(E,, M, 0) 
and 
e-tA, = e-tA VL t >, 0. 
Moreover 
P( - A,) = Pa, 
X + A, E Isom(E,+,, E ), 
(h + A,) -‘= (X + Aa) -jE, 
and 
II@ + A,1 -l lIzyE,) G II@ + A) -l L(E) 
07) 
08) 
09) 
for X E P,. Finally 
Aa E z(E,) if AC%‘(E). 
Proof. Since A is closable in E, for k c 0 by Lemma 5, it follows that 
the family {(E,, A,); (Y E R} is well defined and that each E, is a Banach 
space. Moreover (16) is a consequence of (10) and (2). It is easily verified that 
x e I[(v + A)%(1 induces for v > w a norm on E, that is equivalent to (I.(lk, 
k E Z. This implies that the spaces E, are independent of p > o, except for 
equivalent norms. The remaining assertions are now easy consequences of 
Lemmas 1-5 and the fact that (. , -)@ is an exact interpolation functor of 
exponent 0,O < 8 < 1. W 
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It should be observed that the family {(E,, A,); (Y E R } depends, of 
course, on the operator A and the choice of the interpolation functors (. , .),+ 
0 < 8 -C 1. Moreover, 
E,#(Eg,Ea)(y-8),(._8), -~<P<Y<~<cQ, (20) 
in general. However, the following theorem gives sufficient conditions for 
equality to hold in (20). Here we identify again spaces differing only by 
equivalent norms. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that (s, .)s = [. , .] ,+ 0 < 13 < 1, and that there 
exists a number E > 0 such that the set { Ait; - E < t G E} of purely imugi- 
nary fractional powers of A is bounded in P’(E). Then 
E,= [EP,Ea]Cy-Bj,(u_8j’ -~<P<Y<a<*. 
Moreover in this case, E, = D((p + A)“), a E R, where D((p + A)“) is given 
the graph rwrm topology if a> 0, and where D((p + A)*) denotes the 
completion of (E, Il(p + A)“. 11) if a < 0. 
Proof. This follows from [7, Theorem 3.31. n 
In the special case that (-,-)e = [-,-le, 0 < 8 < 1, we write (k,, A,), 
(Y E R, for the family constructed above. Observe that 
Let X, and X, be Banach spaces such that X, d X0, and recall that 
for 0 < 5 < 8 < 17 < 1. Hence 
In the following we write X, - X, if X, is compactly injected in X,. 
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THEOREM 8. Suppose that A has a compact resoluent. Then 
E,*Eg, --oo~~~a<oo, (22) 
and A, has a compact resoluent. 
Proof. Observe that A has a compact resolvent iff E, S+ E. Hence (22) 
follows for 0 G p < a Q 1 by interpolation (e.g. [34, Theorem 1.16.4.21, or use 
(21) in conjunction with [2, Corollary 3.8.21). Now we obtain (22) in the 
general case, since (II + AY)j E Isom(E,+ j, ET) for y E R and j E Z, by 
Theorem 6. The last assertion is now clear. n 
Recall that the semigroup { e- ‘*; t >, 0} is compact for t > 0 iff it is 
uniformly continuous for t > 0 and A has a compact resolvent. This implies 
the following 
COROLLARY 9. Suppose that A E 2’(E) has a compact resolved. Then 
the semigroup { eHtAa; t>O} iscompa43firt>OforeueyaER. 
Suppose that X, 4 X,. Then the construction of the complex interpola- 
tion functor [. , -1 B is also meaningful 
j = 0,l (e.g. [12, Theorem 4.2.21). Thus 
real and complex interpolation functors 
Theorem 1.10.3.21) and the reiteration 
imply 
if 6’ E {O,l} and [X,, X,], = Xi, 
the commutativity theorem for the 
(e.g. [12, Theorem 4.7.21 and [34, 
theorem for the complex method 
O<p<y<agl. (23) 
Recall that A E S’(E) iff im(ePtA) c D(A) and 
Thus, if A E Z(E) there exists a constant S > 0 such that 
]]Ae-‘A]]40(E) < t-‘( M, + 1) < t-‘( M, + l)el‘@ewt, Oct<S. 
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Consequently 
IIAe-tAl19(E) = Il,-(t-s)AAe-SAlll;po 
< S-l( M, + 1)Me (t--W = S-1(& + l)Me-WQot, t>a. 
This shows that for every u > w there exists a constant M, such that 
IIAe-tAII~cEj < t-‘M2eat, . t > 0. 
By replacing A with p + A and using the fact that e-t(p+A) = eetpePtA, it 
follows that for every a > w there exists a constant N such that 
t > 0. (24) 
The following theorem generalizes this result. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that A E d’(E) and that u > w. Then 
Ile-tAall scEp,E,j 6 c(a,P)ta-aeot, t > 0, (25) 
Proof. By replacing A with u + A we can assume that u = 0. Then it 
follows from Theorem 6 that 
Hence, using (24), we obtain by interpolation that 
Ile-tAl19~hti21) --. < c(y)tvy, Ile-tAI13Cf,,E,) Q c(Y)t-‘+Y, t > 0, 
for 0 < y < 1. Now we obtain, by interpolation on the basis of (23), that 
Ile-tAll _qE,,2,) G c(P, Y)tF t > 0, 
ifO<p<y,and 
lle-‘All~~~l,~,) -.. < c(a, y)ty t > 0, 
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if y<a<l. Thus, if O<J3<cy<l we put y:=(a+p)/2 and obtain from 
(21) and the above estimates that 
This implies (25) if 0 f /3 < (Y < 1. 
From (24) and Theorem 6 we deduce that 
t > 0. 
Hence, if we replace in the above considerations (E, A) by (Ej, A j), it 
followsthat(25)istrueif jEEandj<j3<:a<j+l. 
Supposefinallythat a-p>l,andchoose j,kEZwith j<@<j+l< 
k < a < k + 1. Then the assertion follows from the commutativity of the 
diagram 
where s := t/(k + l), and from the already proven cases. n 
The above proof shows that the constant C(CX, p) depends only upon CX, j3, 
M, and the constant N of (24), but not upon the individual operator A. 
Suppose now that E is reflexive. Then 
A’ E S(E’, M, w) and (e-tA)’ = eptA’, 
where ’ denotes the “duality frmctor.” Moreover we denote by ( -, a) the 
duality pairing between E’ and E. 
We let 
for 0 < 8 c 1, where p’ := p/(p - 1). Then we denote by 
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the family that is obtained by the constructions of Theorem 6 starting with 
(E’, A’) and using the interpolation functors (. , - )f, 0 < 8 < 1. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that E is reflexive. Then E, is reflexive and 
(Em)‘= E”,, a~Iw, (26) 
with respect to the duality pairing (. , - ). Moreover (A ,)’ = A?, for every 
aER. 
Proof. It follows from [7, Theorems 1.31 that (26) is true for (Y E Z. 
Since, in this case, E, and E are isomorphic, E, is also reflexive for o E Z. If 
j<o<j+lforsomejEZ,then 
by the duality properties of the interpolation functors. From this we obtain 
(26) and the reflexivity of E, for every (Y E R. 
Let (Y E R be arbitrary, and let x E E,,, and x’ E Ef$. Then, by using 
repeatedly (18) and its “Scounterpart,” it follows, with B := p+ A, that 
([(BJ’] -lx~,.)=([(B_,)-‘]‘r’,x)=(r’~(~-,)-’~) 
=(x’, B-lx) =((B-l)‘X’,X) =((B’) %,x) 
Hence a density argument shows that 
-1 
(p+(A_,)')-'=(P+A#,) 7 
which gives the last assertion. n 
The idea of constructing “extrapolation spaces” by means of the negative 
powers (V + A)-k, k E N, is due to the author [7]. In that paper we used 
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fractional powers of generators of strongly continuous semigroups. In [7, 
Remark 3.41 it has already been noted that one can employ interpolation 
functors to construct a “scale of extrapolation spaces” E-“, 0 < (Y < 1, with 
E v E-” 9 E-’ and that { eWtA; t >, 0} induces naturally a semigroup in 
E-*. A different approach to extrapolation spaces (for a E ( - 1,0)) has been 
used by Da Prato and Grisvard [14]; it is much more complicated than ours. 
Of course, semigroups in interpolation spaces have been studied by 
several authors (e.g. [26,33]). H owever, the important Theorems 6,8,10, and 
11 are new. In particular, it should be noted that we do not restrict ourselves 
to a fixed interpolation method for each 0 E (0, l), but allow the interpolation 
functors to vary from parameter to parameter. This fact is of particular 
importance for applications in connection with partial differential equations. 
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